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Abstract. Considering the fatality of malware attacks, the data-driven approach 

using massive malware observations has been verified. Deep learning-based ap-

proaches to learn the unified features by exploiting the local and sequential nature 

of control flow graph achieved the best performance. However, only considering 

local and sequential information from graph-based malware representation is not 

enough to model the semantics, such as structural and functional nature of mal-

ware. In this paper, functional nature are combined to the control flow graph by 

adding opcodes, and structural nature is embedded through DeepWalk algorithm.  

Subsequently, we propose the transformer-based malware control flow embed-

ding to overcome the difficulty in modeling the long-term control flow and to 

selectively learn the code embeddings. Extensive experiments achieved perfor-

mance improvement compared to the latest deep learning-based graph embed-

ding methods, and in a 37.50% improvement in recall was confirmed for the 

Simda botnet attack.  

Keywords: Malware classification, Control flow graph, Graph embedding, At-

tention mechanism, Transformer encoder. 

1 Introduction 

As internet and electronic devices develop, many software vaccine suppliers and secu-

rity researchers have been developing the malicious software classifier for years [1]. 

Recent approaches usually represent the source code and the sequence of the functions 

from a lexical perspective to measure the malware similarities [2]. Among the promi-

nent, the deep learning-based methods to learn the mapping function between observed 

malware signatures and attack types through many parameters were introduced and 

verified [3]. 

To learn the structural and functional nature of malware, research has been con-

ducted to classify malware using Control Flow Graph (CFG) to address the limitation 

of signature-based approach. CFG is a data structure used to characterize the control 

flow of computer programs, which can be extracted from various file formats (binary 

files, byte codes, etc.), and can include features used in deep learning (n-gram, opcode, 

etc.), which can be considered as a critical features in malware classification using deep 

learning [4]. 
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However, there are two problems when using the CFG embeddings for malware 

classification: The first is the omission of edge information from CFG. When extracting 

CFG from a program, the node in the graph is represented as a function, and the edges 

representing the node's connection relationship are connected using opcode such as 

jump, call, etc. between functions. After connecting the two nodes, opcode is no longer 

used, but simply expresses the connection relationship between nodes.  This method 

causes the opcode to ignore information. For example, in the case of jump opcode, there 

are several jmp, jo, jz, etc., and each code has a different meaning, so if express it as a 

simple connection, edge information disappears, which means loss of information in 

the program [5]. This can adversely affect the performance of the model. The second 

issue is that adding opcode prolongs the CFG of malicious code. If the length of the 

sequence is 𝐿 without adding the edge information of the CFG, then the sequence after 

adding the opcode information will have a length of 2𝐿 − 1. This is directly related to 

the limitation of LSTM, where gradient vanishes as the length increases, and makes it 

difficult to model the semantics of the malware attack [6]. As described above, these 

problems can become factors that can reduce malware's detection ability and cause ma-

jor problems with cybersecurity. 

In this paper, we propose the following methods to overcome the two mentioned 

problems. We generates a CFG including edge information to minimize omission of 

information and fully exploit the malware characteristics. In addition, the sequence is 

extracted from the CFG through the DeepWalk method, which supplements the se-

quence's information including the opcode information added in the previous step. To 

cope with the prolonged sequence, the transformer, which is the best performance in 

NLP, is introduced for the first time in the malware detection field to overcome the 

limitations of LSTM. The proposed method showed better performance on average than 

conventional CFG-LSTM methods and showed superior performance in diagnosing 

types of malicious codes that were not well matched in CFG-LSTM due to too long 

sequence. 

Table 1. Summary of related work on malware detection 

Malware  

Representation 
Approach Method Challenges 

Signature 

Raw Features 

KNN [7] 

∘Failing to detect the polymor-

phic malwares. 

∘ Replicating information in the 

huge database. [8] 

Signature Matching [9] 

Imbalanced data gravitation-

based classification [10] 

Byte image 
Ensemble of CNN [11] 

GAN [12] 

Control Flow 
Graph 

Embedding 

GCN [13] 
∘ Information dilution problem 

caused by updating node infor-
mation without weight. 

∘Difficulty in improving mal-

ware detection performance due 

to performance degradation for 

many layers. 

DGCNN [4] 

Traversing DeepWalk+LSTM [14] 

∘Dilution of sequence infor-

mation due to LSTM's gradient 

vanishing problem. 
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2 Related Work 

Research on malware analysis and malware detection is summarized in Table 1. First, 

there is a classic way to classify malware by extracting features from simple bytecode 

in a classical way. There are studies that use KNNs to classify malware with features 

extracted from raw features [7], and studies that perform malware classification through 

similarities in signature of each program [9]. Chen et al. tried detecting mobile malware 

including highly imbalanced network traffic by using imbalanced data gravitation-

based classification [10].  

However, it is known that the modeling approach of extracted features based on the 

bag-of-word technique is vulnerable to obfuscation involving mutation operation. 

Character-level obfuscation is an attack type that evades malware detectors by confus-

ing some characters in an executable file, and a byte-image based approach to model 

the character-level malware features has been proposed. For the image-based malware 

detection, a feature extracted from the bytecode is embedded to a single vector and the 

association of each feature is modeled [11, 12]. Both approaches are signature-based 

approaches. Although it has the advantage of being widely accessible and being able to 

identify to some extent for various malware types, it has the disadvantage of quickly 

identifying and replicating information from a vast database without detecting multiple 

malware. 

On the other hand, control flow graph (CFG)-based approach has the advantage of 

being able to fully exploit the functionality of malware and store the sequence of func-

tion calls in graph-based structure. Furthermore, the graph neural network (GNN), 

which has recently been studied in deep learning, has been incorporated to model the 

CFG-based malware using multiple graph convolution operations and generates em-

beddings [4, 13]. A representative example of using CFG based on deep learning is CG-

CNN, where CFG was used to localize potential bugs in code [14]. After converting 

code into CFG, each code feature is extracted using CNN, and sequence is extracted 

using DeepWalk, a type of embedding method within CFG. After embedding the ex-

tracted sequences using LSTM, the embeddings of several sequences were combined 

to localize them, achieving SOTA in the bug localization field. This method has the 

advantage of being able to embed by tokenizing information such as the name of the 

function by splitting the CFG into multiple sequences. Therefore, based on the above 

methods, we would like to introduce how to convert the program to CFG and sequence 

it to detect malware.  

A recent study created sequence after converting a program to CFG and used LSTM 

to solve localization and classification problems within the program. This paper ex-

tracted and sequenced nodes from the CFG using a method called DeepWalk, which 

showed that the CFG converted to sequence could use RNNs and thus the connectivity 

between each node was learnable [14]. 
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Fig. 1. Structural diagram of the proposed method 

3 Proposed Method 

In this section, we describe the model that we intend to propose in this paper. It will 

introduce how to change the assembly code to CFG including edge information, divide 

it into several sequences using DeepWalk method, and print embeddings by putting 

these sequences into the transformer. 

3.1 Overview 

Figure 1 is a complete structural diagram of the method proposed in this paper. First, 

when the assembly code enters the input, it is converted to control flow graph. To pre-

serve the information in the opcode, we include the information in the edge. Then use 

the DeepWalk method to extract sequences from CFG. At this time, the opcode in-

cluded in the edge is changed into a node, increasing the length of the sequence and 

including the edge information in the sequence. Afterwards, each sequence is embed-

ded through transformer block and finally merged and classified. 

3.2 Code Block Embedding based on Traversing of Control Flow Graph 

Algorithm 1 represents an algorithm that creates a CFG from a program. An algorithm 

that connects two functions if the opcode is a type of jump or call through the name of 

a function inside a program called Block, which converts the assembly code into CFG. 

These converted CFGs specifically contain edge information. 

Specifically, when there is an assembly code, it reads down one line to find a func-

tion block, and if the connection between the function and the other is jump or call, it 

connects two functions (nodes), so the edge of the graph has direction. The presence of 

directionality enables the generation of sequences of interfunctional calls [15].  Figure 

2 shows a brief description of where the unit of composition of CFGs occurs in the 

assembly code. 
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Algorithm 1 Code_to_CFG ( P , OPCODE_LIST ) 

Input : Program code P, Predefined opcode list OPCODE_LIST 

Output : Control Flow Graph G 

For all block in program P do 

CurrBlock = getBolck( block.addr ) 

If CurrBlock.start then 

Graph.add_start_node( CurrBlock ) 

        Else 

Graph.add_node( CurrBlock ) 

End if 

Next_Block = getNextBlock( P , block ) 

While Next_Block != None then 

Edge = getBetweenEdge( CurrBlock , Next_Block ) 

If Edge is in OPCODE_LIST 

Graph.add_node( Next_Block ) 

Graph.addEdge( Edge , CurrBlock , Next_Block ) 

End if 

CurrBlock = NextBlock 

End For 

Algorithm 2 shows the overall process in which DeepWalk works [16]. Starting from 

the starting node of the CFG, it moves by the number of walks set, the length of the 

walk, and does not move by the path once passed. In addition, if no further progress is 

made, it fills the "None" value by the length of the remaining walk and includes empty 

space. The reason for adding empty space is to constantly discard the input size of the 

model. As mentioned earlier, since CFGs have directionality, nodes cannot return to 

the previous node (if there is no loop) and can be isolated without reaching the maxi-

mum length of the walk depending on the direction of DeepWalk progress. 

In the list output through this algorithm, each sequence is subjected to a tokenize 

process and edge information additional process. First, in the process of adding edge 

information, there is an edge that runs between each node and these edges have infor-

mation, so it is the process of converting them to nodes. In the case of tokenize, it is a 

process of changing the names and information of nodes set to each function to a special 

number, and in the case of this tokenize process, it is performed on all nodes of all 

graphs. Any "number" that comes through tokenize will have the same meaning as a 

word in NLP and can then be entered into transformer. the number of walks set for all 

graphs is repeated, and all walks on all graphs have the same length due to the addition 

of empty space. This generated walk is used as an input to the model. 

3.3 Malware Subroutine Sampling and Transformer-style Embedding 

Let 𝑋 = [𝐷1  , 𝐷2  , 𝐷3, … , 𝐷𝑛] (𝑛 means the number of walks) denote the sequence list 

after DeepWalk from graph 𝐺, 𝑙 denote length of sequence, 𝑉 denote a set of different 

nodes and edges in sequence. Each 𝐷 is 𝐷 ∈ 𝑅𝑙×𝑉. Subsequently, Let 𝐾 denote a key, 

𝑄 denote a query with 𝑑𝑘 denote dimension of key and query, and 𝑉 denote a vocabu-

lary with 𝑑𝑣 dimensions. The results of applying the transformer for each sequence are 

as follows. 
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Algorithm 2 DeepWalk ( G , num_walks , walk_length ) 

Input : Graph G, Number of Walks num_walks , length of walk walk_length 

Output : Walk List W 

Nodes = getnode( G ) 

W = [ ] 

For 0 to num_walks do 

root = nodes[ 0 ] 

walk = [ root ] 

for 1 to walk_length do 

cur = walk[ k-1 ] 

valid_neighbours = ( set( G.neighbors( cur ) ) - set( walk ) ) 

if getlength( valid_neighbours ) > 0: 

next_node = random_choice( valid_neighbours ) 

walk.append( next_node ) 

else: 

walk = walk[ :-1 ] 

walk = [ "NONE" ] * ( walk_length- getlength( walk ) ) + walk 

break 

return walks_all 

 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉) = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(
𝑄𝐾𝑇

√𝑑𝑘 
)𝑉 (1) 

Because this extracted attention is for one sequence, the formula with multiple at-

tention is: 

 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖 = 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑄𝑊𝑖
𝑄 , 𝐾𝑊𝑖

𝐾 , 𝑉𝑊𝑖
𝑉), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 (2) 

Subsequently, the formula for combining them into a single embedment is as fol-

lows: 

 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉) = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑1, … , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑ℎ )𝑊𝑂   (3) 

This process produces embedding vectors of multiple sequences from a single graph, 

using Multi-Layer Perceptron(MLP) and softmax functions to bring them into classifi-

cation problems. 

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑀𝐿𝑃(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑1, … , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑ℎ  )𝑊𝑂  )) (4) 

Transformer only used attention in seq2seq architecture, solving the problem of 

RNNs where the longer the sentences being learned, the less information about the sen-

tences being separated from each other[6]. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the function block and the node of the control flow graph corresponding 

to the assembly code. 

4 Experiment Result 

This section describes the datasets used in the experiment, as well as the experimental 

results, misclassification, and analysis. 

4.1 Dataset and Implementation 

We used the malware dataset from the Kaggle Microsoft Malware Classification Chal-

lenge. The malware data were written in assembly and binary codes, and we used the 

form of the binary code. There are a total of 10868 assembly codes, binary codes, and 

we only used 10813 datasets, except for 55 codes that were hard to represent as CFGs 

because we had only one node. This dataset has nine classification classes. 

 

Fig. 3. 10 cross-validation results for malware detection compared to other methods 
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Table 2. Confusion matrix of existing methods using proposed methods and Deep-

Walk+LSTM(bracket) 

  Predict 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

A
ctu

al 

0 273(223) 25(55) 3(7) 1(2) 0(0) 1(8) 4(4) 7(15) 0(0) 

1 2(3) 478(467) 2(1) 0(0) 0(0) 4(4) 2(1) 0(0) 12(24) 

2 0(0) 6(11) 543(537) 0(0) 0(0) 2(1) 3(5) 0(0) 0(0) 

3 1(1) 4(4) 0(0) 79(73) 0(0) 2(3) 1(2) 8(13) 1(0) 

4 1(2) 1(2) 0(1) 0(0) 6(3) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 

5 0(0) 9(14) 3(2) 2(2) 0(0) 129(125) 3 2 0 

6 1(1) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 1(2) 72(70) 0(1) 0(0) 

7 6(9) 16(24) 4(3) 2(5) 1(0) 6(9) 4(3) 211(196) 0(1) 

8 1(3) 1(4) 0(0) 1(0) 0(0) 1(6) 0(1) 0(0) 215(205) 

Table 3. Classification performance measurement with respect to malware class 

Malware Class 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avg. Acc. 

F1 

scor

e 

CFG-

LST

M 

[14] 

Preci-

sion 
0.921 0.803 0.974 0.890 1.000 0.791 0.795 0.863 0.887 0.880 

0.878 0.842 

Recall 0.710 0.934 0.969 0.760 0.375 0.844 0.945 0.784 0.936 0.806 

CFG-

Trans-

forme

r 

Preci-

sion 
0.958 0.885 0.978 0.929 0.857 0.884 0.809 0.925 0.943 0.908 

0.927 0.901 

Recall 0.869 0.956 0.98 0.823 0.75 0.872 0.973 0.844 0.982 0.894 

4.2 Malware Detection 

Experiments showed that the proposed method was superior, with a minimum dif-

ference of 3% compared to the graph embedding method. In addition, the proposed 

model achieved better performance than the existing Traversing+LSTM model. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. The subgraph of control flow graph extracted from Simda botnet. Red dot is entry func-

tion. 
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Figure 3 is a comparison with other graph embedding techniques using 10-cv. The 

comparison with graph embedding [17-20] shows good performance due to global 

pooling, which combines node embeddings into one and transforms them into one of 

the graph's embeddings, proving that the graph's information is not preserved and di-

luted. The comparison with CFG+LSTM shows that with the addition of edge infor-

mation, resulting in higher performance. 

According to Table 2, the result value of the chi-square test was calculated. As a 

result of the confusion matrix of the proposed model and the analysis of the existing 

model, the chi-square test results showed a result of 83.675 at the degree of freedom 

64, so our proposed model proved statistical significance. 

According to Table 3, in Simda Malware expressed as class 4, the recall of the ex-

isting method was 0.375, but the proposed method showed better performance with 

0.75. The reason for this is that Simda Malware has a short lifecycle and features that 

are generated and distributed every few hours, and the graph shows that the depth of 

the graph is very deep. Therefore, since we are vulnerable to long sequences when using 

LSTM by sequencing using Traversing, we were able to confirm that our model using 

transformer performs better to improve these shortcomings. Figure 4 illustrates a situ-

ation in which sequence length can be very long in a particular situation on the Simda 

botnet graph.  

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a new method to create CFG embeddings reflecting edge 

information in CFG-based malware classification tasks and introduce Transformer's 

long sequence modeling advantages to malware classification for the first time. As sug-

gested, it is flexible to use for various types of program files, preventing omissions of 

information, directly embedding functional call relationships, and ensuring perfor-

mance in CFGs with long depths. In addition, the experiments showed better perfor-

mance in terms of CFG than other method. For Simda botnet, which has a recall of 0.35 

with existing deep learning-based graph embedding, our method has found advantages 

in long malware modeling by showing 0.75 recall.  

On the other hand, our model explores graphs by using the DeepWalk method based 

on the randomness and sampling strategy between nodes, which has the disadvantage 

to fully exploit CFGs. In the future study, we plans to develop an integrated model in 

combination with byte images and signature-based methods to achieve better Malware 

detection performance. 
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